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Happy New Year everyone, and we hope you had a relaxing break and an opportunity to recharge the
batteries ahead of what promises to be yet another busy and successful year in 2014. Here at Adfam
towers we are especially excited as 2014 sees us celebrate our 30th birthday, giving us an opportunity to
2 work closely with you through the regional forums to develop a renewed and reinvigorated campaign
for the future.
We are busy planning our activities and finalising our campaign materials for the coming year. We want
to work with as many of you as possible to really make an impact and will host a week of activity in the
autumn. This will be our opportunity to really highlight the impact of drug and alcohol use on families to
our communities, policy makers and partners. We are hoping that there will be lots of innovative and
fun activities going on around the country and that it will be your opportunity to make a noise locally
th
4 and maybe raise a bit of much needed money. We aim to support you as best we can to make this week happen and use the 30 birthday
as a catalyst to promote your services and value in the community. We would love to hear from you if you would like to be involved so
5 email us at admin@adfam.org.uk and we will make sure you are on our mailing list for campaign materials and updates.
This year we will also focus on developing our manifesto and lobbying the political parties ahead of the general election in 2015. It seems
such a long way off but now is the time they are busy formulating ideas so we need to make sure that they are aware of the needs of families as they formalise their plans. Again, watch this space.
Looking forward to working with you all in 2014!
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Joss Gaynor, Director of Policy and Regional Development

Adfam News

Families First Adfam/DDN Conference

Changes in Regional Development

The second Adfam/DDN Families First Conference took place in November with the aim of
highlighting the issues faced by families affected by someone else’s drug or alcohol use
and to promote support for families in their own right.

Over the last year, Alexis Woodward, our Regional Development
Coordinator in the South West and West Midlands, has been
working hard to develop links and networks. Unfortunately Alexis has recently left Adfam to take up a position elsewhere. We
would like to wish her well in her new role and thank her for her
work over the past year. We are currently recruiting for a replacement, but in the meantime, here is her farewell message:
“I’d like to say thank you very much to everyone I have worked with over the last year.
My time at Adfam has been short, however in that time I have met some great people
who are doing vital work to support families affected by substance misuse. Thank you
for all that you are doing for families and I wish you all the best for the future.”

Professionals Peer Mentoring
Over the past year we have been piloting a Professionals Peer Mentoring Scheme. It
is aimed at people who provide direct support for families affected by someone else’s
drug or alcohol use, and provides a structured period of support and guidance looking
at whatever aspects of their work concern the mentee the most. Mentors do not do
the work of line managers or tell their mentee what they should do, but can help give
a different, experienced viewpoint to help mentees identify a course of action that
they’re comfortable with, and increase their confidence. The scheme matches people
who are new to the field, or who are at a point professionally where some extended
support would benefit them, with people who have been working in the field for a
while and have expertise that they can draw on to provide help. If you are interested
in being a mentee or a mentor then please contact Kate Peake.

Adfam’s Chief Executive Vivienne Evans
summed this up when she told delegates
‘we have the aim that people can speak out’
and emphasised Adfam’s work to tackle
stigma. Next up was Mark Gilman, National
Recovery Strategy Lead at Public Health
England (PHE). Mark emphasised the importance and value of social networks, and
said that families involved in organisations
such as Al-Anon showed better outcomes and support through the recovery process. Nick
Barton, Chief Executive of Action on Addiction addressed one of the many difficulties
faced by families, the subject of tough love and the emotional battles that families face
when caring for a loved one.
After lunch the workshops considered a range of subjects, including the challenges faced
by families and use of the ‘carer’ label, and the effect this can have on families accessing
support services. The workshop highlighted that stigma and shame continue to act as a
barrier and family support services still have a way to go to tackle this.
The subject of stigma was continued by Adfam’s Kate Peake. ‘It’s about telling the world
this can happen to anyone,’ she said. ‘This isn’t an additional extra; it’s intrinsically related
to the main drugs and alcohol agenda. It’s about regaining humanity for family members.’
Kate illustrated her point with an account of organising a ‘flash mob’ with the Carers’ Drug
and Alcohol Network within South of Tyne and Wear.
The most poignant part of the day came from the very personal stories of Kate McKenzie,
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who spoke about the effect of her daughter’s addiction on her family; and Jason Gough, who recalled the impact his addiction had on those
around him. Overall it was a very successful and
moving day and we look forward to seeing you
later this year for the next one!

Opioid Substitution Therapy (OST) and Risks to Children
Over the last few months we have been undertaking a new research project on the
risks posed to children by exposure to Opioid Substitution Therapy medicines like
methadone and buprenorphine.
The work has been extremely interesting but very challenging too – we found 20 Serious Case Reviews where children had died or been seriously harmed after ingesting
OST drugs, generally prescribed to one or both of their parents. Sometimes children
had got hold of the drug because it had not been stored securely, but there were also
very worrying cases where parents had used OST medicines as dangerous pacifiers.
We have analysed these reviews as a group to try and harness their collective findings
to inform future practice.
We also undertook interviews and focus groups with practitioners and experts to
gauge their experience, knowledge and opinions on the issue. These professional testimonies have been equally enlightening, showing a wide variety of experiences and
opinions and giving an insight into how this complex issue is addressed in day-to-day
practice.
We have grounded the work in a thorough literature review of previous research, evi3

dence and clinical guidelines on OST drugs and their implications for keeping children safe.
We hope that, taken together, this new project will help to highlight the ongoing need for
vigilance in respect of parents, children and OST drugs across a range of professional audiences working with vulnerable families.
In the coming weeks we will be working hard to refine our messages and ensure we can
communicate them as effectively as possible when we publish our reports. We want to
maintain emphasis on how to minimise risks to children through more effective practice,
rather than being drawn into ideological debates about the use of medications in drug
treatment. We also want to be clear that OST is an important, evidence-based part of the
treatment system, and is a protective factor for children whose parents use drugs.
Although these cases are extremely rare in the wider context of the use of medications in
recovery, they are significant, similar and common enough to merit further attention on a
more national scale. There is a lot of learning out there, but nobody has really collected it
together before, so we’re hoping to achieve that. There will be more cases out there that
we haven’t been able to study in detail, so one thing we’ll be calling for is better data on
these cases to shine a light on the risks and make practice safer on a more consistent, national scale. We are planning to publish shortly so please do look out for this new work,
and if you have any questions or comments in the meantime you can email Joss Gaynor.

Bereavement Project Survey
Adfam and Cruse are working together to explore the experiences of families affected by
drug and alcohol related bereavement. The information submitted will be greatly appreciated and provide the information needed to support other families who have been bereaved through drugs and alcohol, break down some of the stigma that surrounds the
issue and build a network of peer-support for bereaved families. Please note that the content of this survey may be upsetting for those completing it. Please feel free to share with
those clients you feel are appropriate. Survey

Regional Round Up
Over the last few months there has been a
lot of consolidation taking place across the
regional forums. Although some are still in
the process of review, others are forging on
ahead and setting in place a strategic approach to the next 12 months.

Within the North West, the following four
areas will provide a focus for its work:
Increasing the visibility of services for
families: Family members often have
difficulty in finding out about services
and there can be a similarly poor understanding amongst family support services themselves. A mapping exercise will be conducted to identify what support
is available for families. The information will then be shared across the region to
develop referral chains and increase the visibility of services for families.
Protecting existing family services and challenging where there are gaps in support: Many of the local councils are still heavily affected by the austerity
measures, and there are concerns that support for families could be seen as a dispensable extra. Within the mapping exercise, additional (optional) information
will be gathered around the level of funding for family support across different
areas and when funding runs out, allowing the forum to identify gaps across the
region which they could try to influence. It was recognised that sensitivity also
needed to be given to building strong relationships between family services due to
4

the pressures of competition and the damage and fracturing that this can cause.
Identifying ways for the regional forum to engage with the carer voice more successfully: The forum will look carefully at the barriers that prevent family members from
engaging with the forum, and identify what it can do to help ensure that family members’ voices are heard. It was also recognised that not all family members want to, or
feel able, to speak in such a setting, and that it needed to develop other ways for them
to take part.
Multi-agency working: Other agencies that family members come into contact with
don’t always recognise the needs of family members, and may benefit from additional
support and training. One pertinent example given was a local family member who
had particular difficulties with her perspective being considered by bodies within the
criminal justice sector, including the police. The transition across services was also
identified as problematic. This could include transitions across geographical boundaries, when there is a change of provider and from young people’s services to adults.
At the next meeting the forum will be creating a workplan to create action on these areas
over the next year.

Elsewhere, in Yorkshire and Humber, the first meeting of the revised forum took place in
mid January. The meeting focussed on sharing good practice and allowing people the
chance to network and share problems and solutions amongst their fellow professionals. A number of new faces came to the forum, where the lively discussion focussed on a
case study of supporting the father of a long-term user who does not want to change, and
how to ensure services are developing in person-centred way. At the next meeting the
forum will be discussing dual diagnosis, and a case study involving child to parent violence.
If you aren’t currently involved in your regional forum, please contact Kate Peake.

Local Practice
Donate and Dazzle: Alternative ways of raising funds
at Hetty’s
Hetty’s was originally founded as a voluntary organisation in 1996, by a small group of mums who
themselves had suffered the pain and heartache
of being affected by a loved one’s drug misuse.
Through their passion and determination to support others in situations similar to themselves,
Hetty’s has grown into the unique organisation that offers a range of services and support networks for parents, carers, families and friends of illicit drug users.
Following government cuts and the resulting reduction in funding grants and commissioning streams, the Board of Directors at Hetty’s decided to look into other ways to
generate the income needed to sustain the services they provided monthly to over
250 families. After holding a development day with staff members and conducting a
feasibility study with local charity shop managers, the board of Directors decided to
open a charity shop and a specialist store. The specialist store will focus on a trade
such as dress agency, second hand bridal wear, hat hire, and both shops will cover
their overheads and generate some revenue for the charity.
Once the decision to open the charity shop had been made, Hetty’s decided to create
a sub-group made up of clients and volunteers. This sub-group would be instrumental
in getting the shop off the ground and help make the key decisions, such as the shop’s
location, range of products sold, conceptualising the store’s image and looking into
ways to diversify the services offered by the shop. One of the first things the subgroup helped do was find two locations for the shop. This is where Hetty’s first dilemma came up; which premises should they pick? The rent for one property was higher
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than the other, but it was well taken care of so Hetty’s wouldn’t have to do much work to
it and could move in straight away. The rent on other property was lower, but the building’s interior was rundown and would require money to get it up to scratch.
To help solve their dilemma, Hetty’s decided to consult with the local residents. During the consultations, residents in the area
local to the cheaper property expressed
their displeasure with currently having to
commute to the next town for a charity
shop or complimentary therapies. This
made the decision easier for Hetty’s who
realized that the large double fronted shop
door and extra floor upstairs in the cheaper
premises would be more suitable for the dress agency they planned to launch. Another
key factor that influenced their decision was the locals’ willingness to help with the renovations needed on the cheaper property. This meant that Hetty’s could save money on
refurbishing and concentrate solely on buying the goods the shop would stock.
After negotiating with the landlord for a rent free period (on completion of the agreed
renovations) and a 12 month break clause (in case the shop didn’t succeed as planned),
Hetty’s was ready to start renovating the shop.
As promised, most of the renovations were done by locals. Some of the free help included:


Fixtures, fittings, lighting, and mirrors free of charge from a lighting company



Stairs, upstairs carpets and fitting free of charge from a local carpet company



A client (decorator by trade), who has decorated the shop area for them as a gesture of thanks for the support he has had from Hettys in the past



Volunteering offers from clients and recovering service users



Pushchair and travel cot donations from East Midlands Airport

In addition to the locals, Hetty’s
contacts and networks offered free
goods, time, skills and knowledge
and all things that would have cost
the charity a lot of money. Staff
members also put in a lot of effort
cleaning, stripping wall paper, ripping out the kitchen, removing tiles
from walls and local leafleting.
After all the hard work and effort
put into getting the store off the ground, Hetty’s is finally opening a charity shop in
Huthwaite in February 2014 called Donate and Dazzle. The shop will offer a wide
range of complementary therapies and beauty, as well as sell new crystals gemstones
and jewelry, which at this moment in time is delivered through their evolving social
enterprise and eBay shop. Some of the donations acquired are sold on eBay using an
iPad and a fantastic volunteer who posts and packages things up. Hetty’s is also offering all their volunteers the opportunity to achieve OCN2 in customer service as well as
training some in PAT testing so that they gain a skill and we can sell electrical products.
While setting up the charity shop has been a success for Hetty’s, the experience was
not without its problems. Some of the issues Hetty’s faced included:
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Tiles coming off the roof due to extreme weather: Despite paying insurance
and excess, the landlord has been slow to start repairing. This has set the
launch date back for the upstairs - therapies and dress agency
Recruiting volunteers.: As the shop is run by volunteers a large bank of volunteers on rota is needed in case some don’t turn up



Investing too much time trying to cover up
every imperfection in the store. This was
something that ended up being unnecessary since the store equipment ended up
covering up all the imperfections



Using resources from the charity itself to
manage the shop before it breaks eve



Lottery bids cannot be put in until a lease
has been signed however you cannot start
any work until your bid has been successful. This has meant that Hetty’s is paying
rent for a few months on an empty property

Nevertheless, despite the initial drain on resources, and the minor problems, it was all
worth it in the end. For more information please contact Debbie Knowles.

Families and Friends Network in West Sussex: Engaging
with local communities and working with volunteers
The Families and Friends Network (FFN), located in West Sussex, is a support network
which works with families affected by drugs and alcohol. The network provides outreach,
information, support groups, drop-in centres, a quarterly newsletter and a telephone
helpline to the 900 families they support, and an annual conference and training to the
200 professionals who regularly refer to their services.
The key defining feature of FFN is that it is run by 20 volunteers, all of whom are from the
community, bringing with them a great deal of local knowledge. All training and support is
received from Carers Support West Sussex. Working with so many volunteers brings with
it many challenges, including recruiting the right people, supporting them to ensure quali-

ty, and maintaining their commitment to the group. However, it
has also enabled FFN to support
many more people than would
otherwise have been possible, and
has brought a much greater diversity and depth to
the skills and knowledge of the group.

aware of the need to maintain quality services, and not only carefully choose the right
volunteers in the first place, but also to provide them with the right training and support.
When volunteers first come to the network, they are given a volunteer agreement and an
outline of all the expectations they are required to meet. They then go through an induction session and are given training. After this they are asked to go through a trial period
and, if they meet the expectations laid out in the agreement are kept on, subject to regular reviews.

As volunteers provide a central focus for FFN, they
are necessarily highly valued. Each support session
is headed by a lead volunteer and delivered by a
team of 3-4 volunteers. These teams are responsible for engaging with the community and providing
the depth and breadth of services that FFN offers to
families. They make all the key decisions like where sessions should be held and which
time of day would suit the families most. They are also responsible for all the network’s PR and use posters, flyers and launch parties as ways to publicise FFN and its
work. This autonomy is extremely important, helping to ensure the volunteers feel
that they have a stake in the group and increasing volunteer retention.

When working with volunteers, FFN have learnt that it’s crucial to ensure that the relationship is not seen as one-sided. Volunteers also benefit from working at FFN and it’s
important to recognise this. In addition to gaining really useful work experience and having a lot of responsibility, FFN also rewards volunteers for all their hard work. To them, it is
crucial that volunteers feel valued and understand the important impact of their work in
the local community. Some of the ways they do this are:

In addition to support sessions, volunteers also deliver activities designed to engage
with communities such as photography and writing competitions, localised training
and workshops and an annual conference called ‘Silent Voices – a chance to be heard’.
FFN encourages volunteers to come up with ideas that involve local people so that the
community and families the network works with get a constant stream of creative and
fresh activities. Each idea is delivered by volunteers through gathering a working party
together and each person taking away actions. This format has been a wonderful way
to work over the years and has ensured no one person gets ‘burned out’ as can sometimes happen with community groups.
Relying on volunteers to provide support is not without its challenges. FFN are very
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 Always verbalising their gratefulness and remembering birthdays
 Ensuring there is a debrief session after each support session
 Proper, regular supervision and support and a quality training programme
 An annual ‘certificates of achievement’ ceremony from the local Mayor.
By working with their local communities and encouraging local people to help them deliver and shape their services, FFN has enabled many more families to be supported. For
more information please contact Jane Brown.

In Focus
Fundraising
With government cuts and the current economic climate, the financial restrictions on family support services are greater than ever. Adfam understands the impact that these constraints place and the increasing importance of securing diverse and sustainable funding
streams. Late last year, a new Adfam toolkit was published to help services to navigate these choppy financial
waters, and a summary is presented below.
Groundwork: Before you even begin to look at fundraising options, you need to be clear about what it is
your organisation is trying to achieve. You need to be
clear about your overall objective for fundraising and
how much you need to achieve it. You can do this by setting out an internal fundraising strategy to help you focus your efforts; if you already have one, revisit it, and bring
in some of the families you work with to contribute. Be sure to set out your aims and
objectives, the purpose of the fundraising, the need for your work and who will benefit and a planned timescale. You should also look at the resources you already have at
your disposal, like volunteers or charity Patron.
Depending on the size and nature of your organisation, you might have a number of
fundraising options. The toolkit looks at each of these in turn.
Trusts and foundations are a common source of funding for charities. However, the
bidding process is often very competitive and it pays – literally – to do your homework! Look into what kind of projects they’ve supported in the past, how much money
they give overall and per grant, what type of funding they award (like project, core or
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capital), and when their deadlines are. The toolkit then includes some guidance on the
application process, emphasising the need for clear demonstration of need and a budget
breakdown. It’s also useful to collect and use any data and evidence you have about your
success in the past.
Local businesses can be approached for partnerships. As well as financial, ‘charity of the
month’-style funding, they can also give gifts in kind of expertise, goods or services. You
might also be able to draw on personal contacts in your local area, or those of your service
users.
The community can be a valuable source of funds for your organisation. Think about
local philanthropic groups, schools and colleges, supermarket collections, fairs, fetes and
festivals.
A Social enterprise is a business that trades for a social purpose. Organisations can trade
goods – the example from the toolkit is a cake shop – and then reinvest profits in its service provision on an ongoing basis. There is some guidance for organisations on using this
principle, and pointers to further resources.
Fundraising and PR often go hand in hands. Particularly for community events and partnerships with local businesses, working with the media can be a big plus, so the toolkit
covers this too. There is guidance on press releases and a sample template, showing the
kind of information which ticks journalists’ boxes. Having a ‘human interest’ and a clear
local angle can really help here, and a good press release can both spike interest in your
event in advance – supported by social media too – and help to get positive coverage
afterwards.
The toolkit finishes with some top tips and fundraising ideas to get you started, along with
a template fundraising planner. One of the most important tips is to be bold and creative –
just ask! The worst people can say is ‘no’, so what’s the harm in asking?
A toolkit with more detail about how to fundraise is available to download on the Adfam
website.

Upcoming Events
Influencing Local Structures and Networks Training
This free training course for family support workers will provide an opportunity for
practitioners to develop the necessary knowledge and skills to influence local structures and networks.

Contact Details
Joss Gaynor, Director of Policy and Regional Development
j.gaynor@adfam.org.uk

Kate Peake, Regional Development Coordinator
k.peake@adfam.org.uk

Please note that this training is only available for managers and practitioners who
work primarily to support families affected by drug and alcohol use.

Rebecca Peters, Family Support Development Coordinator (London)
r.peters@adfam.org.uk

At the end of the training session participants will be able to:

Kama McKenzie, Family Development Coordinator (Kent)
k.mckenzie@adfam.org.uk

 Recognise what local structures do and how they work
 Reconcile the impact and role different staff members can have in influencing
local structures
 Theorise the key principles behind influencing
 Classify key individuals and organisations whom they need to influence
 Demonstrate effective techniques to influence and persuade key bodies and
individuals
 Develop a strategic action plan to outline an effective approach
 Formulate a method of reviewing the approach and monitoring its effectiveness
Nottingham, Tuesday 4th March 2014, 9.30am-4.30pm
(more dates will be announced later in the year)
Please click here for more information and to book a place.
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Oliver French, Policy and Communications Coordinator
o.french@adfam.org.uk
Oliver Standing, Policy and Projects Coordinator
o.standing@adfam.org.uk
Adfam (general enquiries)
admin@adfam.org.uk
25 Corsham Street, London, N1 6DR
Tel: 020 7553 7640
Website: www.adfam.org.uk
Twitter: @AdfamUK

